
Beware of the Dog

“fuck, i need some hentai rn”
- Med Amine, 2023

TL;DR:
Med Amine is a user who claims to be a poor manlet ethnic from Libya with disfiguring burn scars 
from childhood. He also voted against anime avis and says anime is a gateway into homosexuality. 
He also expresses love for animals and says hes poor. 

In contrast to this, he has also claimed that his face is not burned and that he is a white european 
8/10 mentalcel with blue/green eyes. He has also admitted to 

a) watching anime and drawing anime (posted lolis)
b) poisoning the neighbors dog
c) masturbating to hentai
d) being a pedophile
e) believing most incels just lack “social skills” and should leave their basement and that he 
“overcame his shyness” by talking to people

Furthermore he also posted pictures of nordic blue eyes and asked for a rating. Then he claimed his 
eyes are the same. The eye picture he posted was traced back to the reddit account of a foid from 
Finland. 

Additionally he posted pictures of his hands with burn marks, claiming the pictures are years old. 
But the filename indicates the pictures are from 2023. They also were uploaded to a turkish website.
 
Further, he posted a picture of a dog being boiled alive and said he threw poisoned meat to his 
neighbors dog to kill it. This contradicts his claims of animal love.

On other occasions he defended femcels. He has also said he would defend women with physical 
violence and he would not let “disgusting degenerate incels” breed with his daughter.

Finally, he is a pedophile who say attraction to children (actual children, not teens) is normal. He 
randomly changes his profile picture to images of little kids, screenshots at the towards end of this 
document.



He also claims to be poor but says his dad is a doctor, that he himself studied medicine and that his 
mom married his dad for money. 

He also accuses incels of not going outside enough and just having bad social skills while claiming 
he himself is 8/10 but not NT, therefore truecel.

End of TL;DR

Link to this file + screenshot of every single post mentioned in this document:
https://mega.nz/folder/0MckmJga#j7vc2HdyXqMBBWwOw2BunQ

The Lybian Dog is a treacherous beast. He bites the hand that feeds him. He cries out in pain as he 
strikes you. Let’s examine the ways of this dog:

Index:
1. He hates dogs, for he is one
2. He hates incels and loves the woman, for he worships her
3. He confesses his love for   hentai   while saying he hates   anime  
4. He   has   an 8/10   face despite being facially disfigured by burn marks  

5. He has a femdom fetish
6. He is poor but studies medicine and has a wealthy father
7. He is used to solitude but says two weeks is the longest he has been without social contact
8. He is a healthy, has lots of energy, goes to clubs and doesn’t understand internet culture

9. He has the mods clear his entire post history for him because users called him an infiltrator
10. He calls himself white despite claiming to be ethnic from Lybia  
11. He is a self-admitted pedophile and obsessed with cum and making gay insults
12. Believes in NT-Pill, “social skills” and Oofy Doofy theory   (incels should just go outside)  

1. He hates dogs, for he is one

“just a month ago i threw a poisned piece of meat to the dog of my neighboor because that shit
head kept waking me up at the night with his loud barking. dogs are for fags and pretty much all
pets are for homosexual men”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/if-you-like-dogs-youre-a-faggot-with-homosexual-tendancies.482155/#post-11086232

“close the door or hit the dog so he can fuck off”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/my-sisters-dog-keeps-watching-me-fap.467101/#post-10785079

In another thread, the lybian dog Med Amine also posted this video, of a dog being boiled alive:

https://incels.is/threads/my-sisters-dog-keeps-watching-me-fap.467101/#post-10785079


source: https://incels.is/threads/485795/post-11154571

In a thread where user @Mortis posted about a viral video of a cat getting blended. Many users
expressed empathy for the suffering animal. 
But what is this?! The lybian hypocrite strikes again!

“i am definitely not going to watch that video. that's just sick asf”
- Med Amine
source:https://incels.is/threads/wide-spread-outrage-over-a-man-who-ground-up-a-cat-in-a-blender.482826/post-
11104726

Yet in his other threads he posted a video of a dog getting boiled alive and confesses to poisoning
his neighbors dog?
Tsk tsk. 



2. He hates incels and loves the woman, for he worships her
“touch starved males (without control) are disgusting asf”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/what-no-pussy-does-to-a-normie.486938/post-11178460

“why everyone here says that femcels don't exist?”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/why-everyone-here-says-that-femcels-dont-exist.458328/

 “Just A Reminder That Black Men Hate Black Women”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/just-a-reminder-that-black-men-hate-black-women.467826/

“i wouldn't want my daughter near a degenerate fucking incel too”
“i wouldn't want ugly incels to breed with my daughter yoo, i don't want incel grandchildren”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/fathers-of-daughters-are-honorary-females.485835/post-11155437

“if you don't want to date sub5 girls then you don't have the right to wait them to date you”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-wouldnt-date-subhuman-foids.486502/post-11169841



3. He confesses his love for anime while saying he hates
it

“if we allow female anime avi because they're not real and they do not represent real foids then it 
will be normal to allow avi of gay anime men because they're not real and they do not represent 
actual homosexuals.”
- Med Anime
source: https://incels.is/threads/my-personal-opinion-on-the-anime-foid-avi-issue.483893/post-11118258

“loloklololollolo
no u anime troon fucker faggot”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/remove-3dpd-avis.487402/post-11188377

So he dislikes anime because it is gay and foid worship. But then:

“i don't watch any anime that have that kind of colorful very shiny art style it looks weird and ugly 
to me”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/all-animecels-should-watch-oregairu.487049/post-11183881

“fuck , i need some hentai rn”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/my-life-as-inukai-sans-dog-anime-highlights-dogpill-to-japanese-men.464504/post-
10731260

Med Amine posting lolis:

source: https://incels.is/goto/post?id=11010622

source for reply by @tulasdanslos who quoted him:
https://incels.is/threads/being-shy-is-the-worst-thing-you-can-do.477609/post-11010725

https://incels.is/members/tulasdanslos.8401/
https://incels.is/goto/post?id=11010622
https://incels.is/threads/my-life-as-inukai-sans-dog-anime-highlights-dogpill-to-japanese-men.464504/post-10731260
https://incels.is/threads/my-life-as-inukai-sans-dog-anime-highlights-dogpill-to-japanese-men.464504/post-10731260


4. He has an 8/10 face despite being facially disfigured
by burn marks

“168 cm deathnic and suffered from burn scars since childhood that caused me to have a deformed 
face.”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/introductions.2/post-11000392

 “It's Over there's no meaning in life if your face is burned”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/theres-no-meaning-in-life-if-your-face-is-burned.464910/

“...she drops the boiled water in my whole body leaving me with a ton of scares in my 
hand ,legs ,neck,chest,bely and my ear(i was lucky it didn't go to my face)”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/my-body-has-been-destroyed-through-the-years.452923/

“my legs are also tall and my frame is perfect with a 8/10 face but not NT, does that make less of 
the truest trucel in this forum?”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/how-tall-are-you.453005/post-10915436

“i am white euro”
- Med amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-sometimes-wish-races-were-equal.487574/post-11192371

Additionally he posted pictures of his hands as evidence of his burned skin. He claims they are very
old and he has lost weight since. 

“that was before i lost the weight (90 kg). now i am 69kg
the image is very old. i used it on reddit on my other med amine account”
- Med Amine
Source: https://incels.is/threads/what-colour-skin-pigment-does-ethniccel-have.482970/post-11101994

But the name of the pictures is 
“IMG_20230305_192057427”
and
“IMG_20230305_192117017”

https://incels.is/threads/i-sometimes-wish-races-were-equal.487574/post-11192371
https://incels.is/threads/how-tall-are-you.453005/post-10915436
https://incels.is/threads/my-body-has-been-destroyed-through-the-years.452923/
https://incels.is/threads/introductions.2/post-11000392


source of images:
https://incels.is/threads/what-colour-skin-pigment-does-ethniccel-have.482970/post-11101898
https://incels.is/threads/theres-no-meaning-in-life-if-your-face-is-burned.464910/post-10759103

Now you might argue that the website he uploaded the images too is just changing the filename to 
the upload date.
The website is: https://www.linkpicture.com/

Multiple thing stand out immediately.

1. The website does not change filenames of uploaded pics, I tested it.
2. The website is a turkish website. See image:

Remember that Med Amine claims to be from Libya.

So he is lying about the pictures of his hands being years old.
And he is lying about his location.

Now another thing.
He made this thread called “rate these eyes:” https://incels.is/threads/rate-these-eyes.464445/

In this thread he posts this image and says his eyes look the same:

https://incels.is/threads/rate-these-eyes.464445/
https://www.linkpicture.com/
https://incels.is/threads/theres-no-meaning-in-life-if-your-face-is-burned.464910/post-10759103
https://incels.is/threads/what-colour-skin-pigment-does-ethniccel-have.482970/post-11101898


“nope but mine look the same”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/rate-these-eyes.464445/post-10729962

“apology accepted , these eyes are the only reason i look at the mirror at the morning”
-Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/rate-these-eyes.464445/post-10729974

“no i live in a third world country and i see some sand niggers here who have green eyes all the 
time all my family are either blue or green but not black skin tho
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/how-rare-is-it-to-see-a-black-guy-with-blue-eyes.467091/post-10784957

So here we have an “ethnic” user who claims to be white with blue European eyes and supposedly 
lives in Libya. 

Again, he lies about his eyes or its multiple users sharing one account since in another post he says:

“i am planning to go through an eye color changing surgery (seriously)”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/48-ftm-tranny.486499/post-11169764

So, does this mean his eyes are not light colored, i.e. green or blue as he claimed previously?
See the pattern, he is constantly lying, changing his story. It’s either pathological lying, or multiple 
people share the same account and mix up their stories.

“i am white euro”
- Med amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-sometimes-wish-races-were-equal.487574/post-11192371

But it gets worse:

Reverse image search shows only one source for the image, which is this reddit post:

https://incels.is/threads/i-sometimes-wish-races-were-equal.487574/post-11192371
https://incels.is/threads/48-ftm-tranny.486499/post-11169764
https://incels.is/threads/rate-these-eyes.464445/post-10729974
https://incels.is/threads/rate-these-eyes.464445/post-10729962


The account has been inactive for two years.
It belongs to this foid:

https://www.reddit.com/r/redditgetsdrawn/comments/o5519u/this_is_me/

Med Amine claims to have skin issues but from burn marks. This foid claims to have skin issues but
from a disease:

“What type of vitiligo do I have?”

https://www.reddit.com/r/Vitiligo/comments/13d52ce/what_type_of_vitiligo_do_i_have/

“Vitiligo is a chronic autoimmune disorder that causes patches of skin to lose pigment or color.[1] 
The cause of vitiligo is unknown, but it may be related to immune system changes, genetic factors, 
stress, or sun exposure.[5]  [6]   Treatment options include topical medications, light therapy, surgery 
and cosmetics.[6] “

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitiligo#cite_note-NIAMS-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitiligo#cite_note-NIAMS-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitiligo#cite_note-Mayo-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitiligo#cite_note-Andrew2020-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pigment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autoimmune_disorder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronic_condition
https://www.reddit.com/r/Vitiligo/comments/13d52ce/what_type_of_vitiligo_do_i_have/


Does look kinda burned, doesn’t it?
Also notice how she posts it on the subreddit “redditgetsdrawn” – a subreddit where you go to post 
pics and have people draw you.

Med Amine mentioned hes into drawing in this thread:

“i am 20 rn but i started probably at 13-14 seriously but drawn pictures before that for all my 
childhood . most of what i drawn is anime stuff or realistic but i need to see a real life picture in 
front of me to do it . i still can imagine the manga drawings since all of them have the same 
principle”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/no-talents-no-creativity-ogre-for-me.464972/post-10742657

In the above post he says he is 20. 
Then in this post the story changes again:

“i am in my mid twenties and i know it's not over yet”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/im-24-but-got-the-feeling-that-its-over.485475/post-11150173

So Med Amine
a) constantly raves against homosexuality and anime pfps but faps to hentai, watches and draws 
anime. 
b) is ethnic from Libya but also euro white with blue/green eyes
c) has a face disfigured by burn scars but also his face was fortunately spared 
d) is 8/10 facially but a truecel because he is not NT

Med Amines entire persona is like a game where you try to make as many contradictions as 
possible.

I am not saying he is that foid btw, I am saying, that is the only place the picture can be found 
online. And it’s linked to a foid who has skin issues, is into drawing and has blue/green eyes like 
Med Amine claims. Med Amine claims to be 8/10 euro white on top of everything. The links to 
where he claims this are in this document. Additionally I have made screenshots of every single 
post I cite, so contact me and I will send them.



5. He has a femdom fetish
NorthernWind says:
“What would you do if you visited a clinic and were surrounded by young attractive busty nurses 
who are taller than you and handmog/wristmog you. And they told you to follow their orders or 
otherwise they will punish you. And you cannot overpower them since there are many of them ( 12-
20 ) and they framemog you?”

Med Amine replies:
“that looks nice”
source: https://incels.is/threads/shii-type-thread.487190/post-11184410

https://incels.is/threads/shii-type-thread.487190/post-11184410


6. He is poor but studies medicine and has a wealthy
father

“i am also poor , we're in the same boat buddy”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/starvemaxxing.463943/#post-10720709

“yeah, i have been in medicine university, i love szience”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-fucking-love-science.479607/post-11040650

“your grandfather wasted his genes the same way my mother wasted her genes with a shitskinned 
manlet just for money.”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/im-a-living-breathing-proof-of-dysgenics.485823/post-11155694

“my dad was a doctor and he's a certified cuck and known to let his wife cheat on him on multiple 
occasions.”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/doctors-are-the-ultimate-betas.477363/post-11001467

https://incels.is/threads/im-a-living-breathing-proof-of-dysgenics.485823/post-11155694
https://incels.is/threads/i-fucking-love-science.479607/post-11040650
https://incels.is/threads/starvemaxxing.463943/#post-10720709


7. He is used to solitude but says two weeks is the longest
he has been without social contact
“i didn't socialize in a very long time also but i got used to it tbh and it's nothing serious for me 
now.”
- Med Amine 
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-just-havent-socialized-in-so-long-my-brain-is-slowly-starting-to-function-more-and-
more-now-that-i-joined-here.478999/post-11030760

“Longest period of time i have never interacted with anyone
it has been 2 weeks and some days since i broke my leg and never got out of my place”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/longest-period-of-time-i-have-never-interacted-with-anyone.484233/

https://incels.is/threads/longest-period-of-time-i-have-never-interacted-with-anyone.484233/
https://incels.is/threads/i-just-havent-socialized-in-so-long-my-brain-is-slowly-starting-to-function-more-and-more-now-that-i-joined-here.478999/post-11030760
https://incels.is/threads/i-just-havent-socialized-in-so-long-my-brain-is-slowly-starting-to-function-more-and-more-now-that-i-joined-here.478999/post-11030760


8 .He is a healthy, has lots of energy, goes to clubs and 
doesn’t understand internet culture
“i can't sleep 6 hours straight without feeling like i am in full energy,…”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/finally-slept-10-hours-today.481831/post-11080967

“go to the club and slap foid's asses
they're too drunk to know what happened and even if they feel like something hit their asses, the 
club is full of crowds so you can escape easily”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/my-bad-i-thought-you-were-someone-else-how-to-get-away-with-groping-slaping-
foids.486025/post-11159095

“i never really was a fan of internet culture a lot in the past. 
the internet wasn't a big thing where i lived”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/ice-poseidon-is-streaming-in-india.484122/post-11122592

“i only use this forum and youtube. all other places do not have any interest for me”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-deleted-all-social-media.471692/post-10892032

Med Amine does not know who idubbz is:

“i don't really know what i am looking at but ok”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/idubbbz.487093/post-11183877

Med Amine does not understand the value of books:

“no one read books these days, they're a waste of time”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-wish-this-thread-were-more-active.485931/post-11157205

He also has tattoos on his hands:

“as i said before, the image is very old. my tats are very new, they're almost 4 months and my moon 
tattoo is on my wrist. you can't see it form that angle.”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/what-colour-skin-pigment-does-ethniccel-have.482970/post-11101994

“i don't know what gen z mean”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/gen-z-are-not-the-extreme-sjw-left-wing-soyjaks-that-this-forum-would-like-you-to-
believe.487456/post-11189862

https://incels.is/threads/what-colour-skin-pigment-does-ethniccel-have.482970/post-11101994
https://incels.is/threads/i-wish-this-thread-were-more-active.485931/post-11157205
https://incels.is/threads/idubbbz.487093/post-11183877
https://incels.is/threads/ice-poseidon-is-streaming-in-india.484122/post-11122592
https://incels.is/threads/my-bad-i-thought-you-were-someone-else-how-to-get-away-with-groping-slaping-foids.486025/post-11159095
https://incels.is/threads/my-bad-i-thought-you-were-someone-else-how-to-get-away-with-groping-slaping-foids.486025/post-11159095
https://incels.is/threads/finally-slept-10-hours-today.481831/post-11080967


9. He has the mods clear his entire post history for him 
because users called him an infiltrator
“i asked marquis to delete my postmaxxing threads since people are doubting me of being an 
"infiltrator" or an "alt" here of a previous postmaxxer .”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/this-user-is-homosexual-we-need-to-to-do-something.471423/post-10888037

https://incels.is/threads/this-user-is-homosexual-we-need-to-to-do-something.471423/post-10888037


10. He calls himself white despite claiming to be from 
Libya
“or probably nigger foids are fed up with those black bbc chimp and it's time to spread our white 
flu among them”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/t       hreads/end-game-ldar.464136/post-10724112  

Suddenly he lives in Iran, not Libya:

“even tho i don't think that Iran can be considered a desert in the first place”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/types-of-incels-i-envy-the-most.475107/post-10959635

Then he lives in Tunisia (next to Libya, granted, but definitely not Iran):

“i don't live in the middle east
i am a sandnigger libyan living in tunisia”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/how-did-middle-east-get-so-based-while-the-rest-of-the-world-get-so-cucked.487890/
post-11198159

“i am white euro”
- Med amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/i-sometimes-wish-races-were-equal.487574/post-11192371

https://incels.is/threads/i-sometimes-wish-races-were-equal.487574/post-11192371
https://incels.is/threads/end-game-ldar.464136/post-10724112
https://incels.is/t


11. He is a self-admitted pedophile and obsessed with 
cum and making gay insults
This is the  same Med Amine who gets others banned for “degeneracy” btw.

User @PhilipBlake refers to Med Amine in a thread:

“What can you expect from him? he also say its normal to be attracted to little children”

To which med amine replies:
“ok agecuck”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/animal-abuse.487616/post-11194509

To be clear, Med Amine is not referring to 17 year old fully developed girls here. For evidence, look
how he randomly changes his profile picture to gifs of toddlers:

From his profile page:

https://incels.is/threads/animal-abuse.487616/post-11194509
https://incels.is/members/philipblake.47437/


Notice how Med Amine deletes his own reply from his profile when people call him out. 
Fortunately user @Lawrence quoted him so we can clearly see what is happening.
“i still have faith in the offy doffy, i am going to europe and ascending with a girl like this”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/im-24-but-got-the-feeling-that-its-over.485475/post-11150173

The image hes referring to:

In this post he reacts with a horny emoji to a picture of hebe-age girls:



source: https://incels.is/threads/rape-is-the-womans-fault-99-100-times.471699/post-10897948

“…in the past watching anime was a nerd and a pedophile trait…”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/when-and-how-anime-became-normiefied.482417/post-11091487

https://incels.is/threads/when-and-how-anime-became-normiefied.482417/post-11091487


source: https://incels.is/threads/i-want-me-a-skinny-girl-that-i-can-carry.482570/post-11094188

“...my country allows the dark web and i used it for a lot of time now...”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/if-you-dont-live-in-america-and-u-got-into-the-dark-web-what-the-worst-that-could-
happen.487197/post-11184464

He is also obsessed with using the insult “cum drinking:”

Example 1:



source: unknown

Example 2:
“fucking cum drinking attention whore needed to brag about his gfs and looks to his incel 
followers”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/wheat-waffles-is-a-scum.485366/post-11146953

Example 3:
“...they still give cum drinking toilets money…”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/spain-a-country-where-neurotypical-liars-are-rewarded-with-welfare-benefits-me-on-
the-other-hand-suffering-24-7-while-being-under-poverty-line.481297/post-11071051

Example 4:
“these cum drinking whores…”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/slavs-are-one-of-the-most-cucked-races-on-earth.483651/#post-11114229

Example 5:
“that's what you get for spamming the living shit out of my perfect sand maxxed threads, you troon 
lover, dum drinking, dildo loving, bbc worshipping, dick riding, shit eating faggot”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/geckobus-has-been-banned.487605/post-11192848

Please take note of the fact that he is a self admitted pedophile, the majority of which are also 
homosexuals.

https://incels.is/threads/geckobus-has-been-banned.487605/post-11192848
https://incels.is/threads/spain-a-country-where-neurotypical-liars-are-rewarded-with-welfare-benefits-me-on-the-other-hand-suffering-24-7-while-being-under-poverty-line.481297/post-11071051
https://incels.is/threads/spain-a-country-where-neurotypical-liars-are-rewarded-with-welfare-benefits-me-on-the-other-hand-suffering-24-7-while-being-under-poverty-line.481297/post-11071051


12. Believes in NT-Pill, “social skills” and Oofy Doofy 
theory (incels should just go outside)
Oofy Doofy:

“i actually beleive in the offy doffy
sometimes toilets can have weird lookism standards. i saw a ton of threads in cuckit about toilets 
wanting to fuck ugly males just for a fetish.
also luck can be a strong factor in this shit. if you get lucky, i am sure some toilet will be down to 
have sex with you.”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/incel-tv-study-debunks-oofy-doofy-cope.485269/post-11144743

NT-Theory (READ CLOSELY):

“most of them are self diagnosed
but in reallity, a lot of users are the way they're just because they spent all their lives not 
interacting with people outside and rotting in their rooms in front of the screen 24/7.

it's not even too late for them to go and try to learn some social skills but they rather blame 
their imaginary "non NT" and "autism".
they just have a lot of potential but they still waste it for nothing”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/being-shy-is-the-worst-thing-you-can-do.477609/post-11006618

“shyness isn't a mental illness and it have nothing to do with being autistic, schizophrenic or any 
kind of mind fuckery. shyness is just the same way as social anxeity, it's the result of not having 
enough social interactions in while in childhood.

a lot shy users in the forum are just shy because they're basement dwelers that never got out of 
their rooms and spent all their time playing video game then they blame it on being "non NT".

i used to be shy myself due to my parents having a " no friends " policy while i was young and for 
my whole HS and middle school years i never got any friend to talk with and only focused on 
studying. it wasn't the same problem when i went to college and got into a job.

i was forced to interact with other people and became non shy eventually.
if i managed to do that while being literally facially deformed due to injury plus a manlet then i 
wonder how others can't”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/being-shy-is-the-worst-thing-you-can-do.477609/post-11007434

A clear case of just world fallacy and fundamental attribution error. If bad things happen to others, 
they must’ve deserved it somehow. They did something wrong. If good things happen to me, it is 
because of what I did and I deserved it somehow.
Also, as cited before:

“my legs are also tall and my frame is perfect with a 8/10 face but not NT, does that make less of 
the truest trucel in this forum?”
- Med Amine
source: https://incels.is/threads/how-tall-are-you.453005/post-10915436

https://incels.is/threads/how-tall-are-you.453005/post-10915436
https://incels.is/threads/incel-tv-study-debunks-oofy-doofy-cope.485269/post-11144743
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